Concepts for and Analysis of a High Accuracy and High Capacity (HAHC) Aerospace Robot
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Abstract: Case study work carried out within the aerospace sector has highlighted the requirement for highly accurate and high capacity robots in aerospace assembly, literature supports this observation. This paper presents the generic capabilities of such a system. These include the ability to rapidly locate its-self within a large measurement volume using supplementary laser metrology systems, to carry out detailed inspection beyond the line of sight, and to accurately locate parts, drill holes and fettle interfaces. The concept presented is for a standardised robot which will provide a flexible automation system able to carry out a full range of operations required in the assembly of large aerospace structures.
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Introduction

The assembly of large aerospace structures relies on monolithic jigs and high levels of manually intensive reworking, fettle and drilling operations. The fundamental process is to bring together large flexible components and secure them to a rigid jig which controls the shape of the emerging structure. Interface gaps are detected through the use of slip gauges and other manual inspection techniques. Components are shimmed or fettle to maintain interface tolerances. Holes are then drilled through the components and they are fastened together. This has been summarized as, “Place, clamp, fasten and release” [1]. A generic aerospace assembly is shown in more detail in Figure 1.

Assembly may account for as much as 40% of the total cost of manufacturing an airframe due largely to the labour and quality issues inherent to drilling thousands of holes per aircraft [2]. Approximately 5% of the total manufacturing cost of an aircraft [3] or 10% of the airframe [4] is related to the use of fixed tooling while reworking also represents a significant proportion of the total cost of aircraft [5].

Some progress has been made in the automation of hole drilling and fastener placement [6-8]. However, due to the difficulties in controlling tool placements at large scales, low production volume and high complexity, automation within aerospace remains a considerable distance behind automotive production. Current automation solutions also rely on very capital intensive bespoke machines, often large gantry based systems. There is therefore a strong interest within industry in replacing these bespoke machines with flexible and low cost industrial robots.

Figure 1: Generic Aerospace Assembly Process [9]
The adoption of flexible automation systems has the potential to reduce the expensive requirement for skilled labour working within a potentially dangerous environment. Use of these automation systems is likely to improve quality and greatly reduce the complexity of jigs required to accurately position holes and components on an assembly. Ultimately a jigless manufacturing system would require tooling only to position components with all tool placements made by flexible automation. This greatly simplified tooling is also more likely to be practical to construct using reconfigurable components. The tooling costs would therefore be further reduced.

There are numerous examples of the use of industrial robots in aerospace processes. For example component location and riveting [10], positioning ribs to an accuracy of +/-0.5 mm under guidance from a laser tracker [11], composite dry layup [12] and tape laying [13].

Studies have been carried out to determine the accuracy and repeatability of industrial robots, for example focusing on the ability to program robots off line [14] and the suitability of industrial robots for drilling in aerospace assemblies [15]. These studies have shown that without an external metrology system providing positional feedback the absolute accuracy of industrial robots is of the order of 1 mm which is not sufficient for aerospace processes.

A number of attempts to improve the performance of industrial robots have utilized external optical metrology systems. These include Adaptive Robotic Control [15] which utilizes a photogrammetry system and Leica T-Robot [16] which uses a hybrid laser-tracker and photogrammetry system.

One disadvantage of these systems is the requirement for lines of sight. This complicates the off-line programming of operations and puts additional limitations on which operations are possible.

Perhaps a more fundamental disadvantage is that the external metrology system only provides accurate feedback on the 6 degrees of freedom DOF position of the end effector. Providing feedback in this way makes it difficult to fully integrate the feedback with the robot’s controller in real time to give high accuracy and full speed movements. This is in contrast to a fully metrology integrated robot, such as that proposed below, in which case the metrology system provides accurate feedback on the angular rotations of each articulation in the robot structure.

If the robot is supplied with real time information on the angular rotation of each joint then it is likely to be able to achieve high accuracy in real time with the robot operating at full speed. This will allow operations to be carried out which are not possible without real time high accuracy such as fettling high quality surfaces.

**Generic Capabilities of a HAHC Robot**

This paper presents a conceptual design for a high accuracy and high capacity robot in which accurate feedback is provided to the robot controller giving not just the 6 DOF position of the end effector but also the angular rotations of each articulation in the robot structure. The design and analysis of the system are presented in the following sections. This section describes the generic capabilities of such a system, these include the ability to rapidly locate its-self within a large measurement volume using supplementary laser metrology systems, to carry out detailed inspection beyond the line of sight, and to accurately locate parts, drill holes and fettle interfaces. Importantly the system also has a large working envelope and wide range of motion, in common with other serial link industrial robots. Parallel kinematic machines (PKM) and conventional machine tools have many of the advantages described but lack the working volume in relation to machine size and the flexibility of operation. Some current serial robotic systems possess some of the capabilities described although there are currently no systems which possess all of these in a single system. In particular the ability to have high accuracy combined with high load carrying capacity is not currently possible with commercial robot systems. The concept presented is for a standardised robot which will provide a flexible automation system able to carry out a full range of operations required in the assembly of large aerospace structures.
**Ability to Rapidly Locate within a Large Measurement Volume**

The high accuracy and high capacity (HAHC) robot may be driven between fixed locations within the production environment using some form of lower accuracy automation such as an automated guided vehicle (AGV) or gantry system. Some method of accurately locating the HAHC robot in its fixed position before it carries out operations is required if high accuracy is to be achieved with respect to some global reference system.

Methods of locating articulated arm coordinate measuring machines (CMM’s) within a larger measurement volume are commercially available. For example the FARO TrackArm [17] system uses a laser tracker to locate the CMM in 6 DOF. The method is to manually point the laser tracker at a retroreflector located on the final link of the CMM arm, a measurement is then taken by both the laser tracker and the CMM arm. The arm is manually moved into another pose while the laser tracker tracks the retroreflector and a measurement is again taken by both instruments. This procedure is repeated at least three times. It is then possible to located the base of the CMM arm in 6 DOF with respect to the laser tracker.

A similar procedure could be carried out to locate the HAHC robot using a laser tracker or other large volume measurement instrument. In this case however the position of the HAHC robot base will be approximately known based on the encoders within the lower accuracy automation system which has positioned it. It will therefore be possible to fully automate the location procedure. The robot end effector could be driven to a number of poses and the approximate position of a retroreflector built into the end effector sent wirelessly to a laser tracker controller. The laser tracker would then be able to carry out a spiral search to locate the retroreflector. This process is illustrated in Figure 2.

![Figure 2: 6 DOF Location using a Laser Tracker](image)

Further refinements to this process may involve including process models to automatically determine the robot path to avoid collisions with parts and tooling while moving the retroreflector into positions visible to the laser tracker. Another refinement could be the inclusion of additional measurement data to tracker the movement of the robot around the larger measurement volume, for example the AGV may be equipped with an inertial measurement unit or vision system to compensate for wheel slippage which would otherwise lead to significant errors in position.

**Ability to Carry out Inspection beyond Line of Sight**

There are existing systems in which a robot is used to move a localized non-contact measurement system over an object, in these systems the position of the end effector is tracked in 6 DOF using an external metrology system such as photogrammetry [18] or a laser tracker [16]. This allows a number of separate localized measurements to be combined into a single global reference frame. The major
disadvantage to using an external metrology system is the requirement to maintain lines of sight between the end effector and the external system. This makes it very difficult to use such systems within confined spaces, for example a wing box, while automated inspections within such environments would be particularly beneficial.

A HAHC robot has the inherent capability to carry out such localized non-contact measurement since the position of the end effector is known to a high level of accuracy. Contact probing inspection using a touch trigger or scanning probe would also be possible.

Figure 3: Image of line scanning inside an enclosure

**Accurate Location of Parts, Drilling and Fettling**

The ability to locate parts, drill holes and fettle interfaces to high levels of accuracy has to an extent been realized by robots operating with external metrology systems as discussed above. These systems are somewhat limited by line of sight restrictions as for the other processes described above.

A more fundamental limitation for machining operations is the lack of real time feedback on individual joint angles and the corresponding limitation on carrying out operations at full speed with high accuracy. By simultaneously providing independent metrology system feedback on all joint angles and the 6 DOF position of the end effector it would become possible to achieve high accuracy real time control.

**Possible Concepts for a HAHC Robot**

The requirements of a HAHC robot are that it must be capable of carrying out operations with an accuracy of less than 0.1 mm [15] while carrying loads and resisting process forces amounting to over 200 kg. Additionally the robot must be capable of a flexibility of movement and operating speeds comparable with current industrial robots. Two possible concepts are presented below.

**Error Mapping Conventional Robot**

It is generally understood that industrial robots have very good repeatability but poor accuracy. In fact this is also true of other machines such as conventional machine tools and coordinate measurement machines. In these cases error mapping is used to improve the accuracy. Provided that a machine is repeatable then it should be possible to correct for a lack of accuracy. It is however considerably more difficult to error map an industrial robot since it is not a simple cartesian machine. The first problem is that it is not possible to error map one axis at a time and then simply combine them, this problem is however solved through the use of a coordinate measurement machine to carry out error mapping, laser trackers are ideal for this application. The second problem is that there are multiple poses of the robot which can achieve the same end effector position. Where for a cartesian machine tool an error map might involve a 3 dimensional grid of points, for a serial robot a 5 dimensional array of positions would be required greatly increasing the time required for a calibration procedure.

The first stage in investigating the feasibility of error mapping a standard industrial robot is to establish what the true repeatability of the robot is over a time period sufficient to allow recalibration. Tests were carried out on a KUKA KR240 Robot as shown in Figure 4 using the following experimental procedure:
1. The Tool Centre Point (TCP) was specified as being the centre of a Spherically Mounted Retroreflector (SMR) and was calibrated using a laser tracker.

2. The KR240 robot was guided through a grid of 30 points (5x3x2), each roughly 500mm apart, utilizing a series of linear moves. The layout of the points is illustrated in Figure 5.

3. At each point, the arm dwells for 6 seconds; enough time for the arm to settle and for Spatial Analyzer (SA) software to automatically take a stable measurement using the laser tracker averaged over 4 seconds.

4. The process is repeated over a two hour period, each complete run through 30 points took approximately 4 minutes 25 seconds, yielding 27 trials.

Measurement uncertainties and possible sources of error in this procedure include:

- Flexibility within the SMR mount, which was fixed to the robot using adhesive.
- The Faro laser tracker used has a Maximum Permissible Error (MPE) of 10 – 15μm in ADM mode over the measurement range of 0.5 – 4.0m.
- Some of the points are measured with the laser hitting the SMR at very large angles which may increase the uncertainty of the laser tracker.

The collected data for each of the 30 points is plotted in Figure 5, with the drift over time from the first set of measurement exaggerated 2000 times for ease of visualization. Rather than a random scatter, the general trends of the drift are clearly discernable. Qualitatively, major direction of the drift seems to be away from the robot. The presence of clearly observable trends is encouraging as this would suggest that a very high grid point density would not be required for an error map.

Figure 5: Drift in measured points

Figure 6 is a control chart showing the x-axis drift for each of the measured points across 27 trial runs. The largest drift over two hours was in the x-axis and was approximately 0.11mm. While this is below the manufacturer’s specification for repeatability of ±0.12mm, the trend in the data is for the drift to continue if the experiment were carried out over a longer period and it is therefore unclear whether the robot would continue to drift beyond the manufacturers specification.
In processes where a teach cycle is used to correct robot positions followed immediately by the robot carrying out the actual operation it is more relevant to determine the short term repeatability of the robot. If instead of considering the drift over all the trials, the deviation of the each point from its previous measurement is recorded then the short term repeatability is found to be of the order of 10μm.

It would appear that regular error mapping of a robot is impractical due to the complexity and time involved in error mapping a serial link device at a frequency of less than 2 hours. This approach has in fact been attempted by manufacturers with high-accuracy versions of standard robots being made available, these are not able to achieve better than 1 mm absolute accuracy.

**Exoskeleton HAHC Robot**

An alternative approach to achieving high accuracy from a high capacity robot suggested in this paper is to design a structure that bypasses the major sources of error in a conventional robot. Robots are fitted with encoders on the joints of the main robot structure; these are not able to provide accurate information on the end effector position due to factors such as thermal expansion and structural displacements. By placing an independent articulated structure inside the main driven and load carrying structure it should be possible to insulate this from the structural and thermal loads. The inner arm would be slaved to the outer structure so that it moves with it; the arrangement is illustrated in Figure 7.
Figure 7: Concept Drawing of Exoskeleton HAHC Robot

Examples of such passive articulated structures with high accuracy encoders already exist in the form of articulated arm coordinate measuring machines (CMM's). These are able to achieve absolute accuracies of around 70 microns at scales similar to a high capacity industrial robot [19]. Similar performance could therefore be expected from an exoskeleton HAHC robot although lag in the control of the motors compared to the metrology system may lead to increased errors at higher speeds.

Conclusion

If a high accuracy and high capacity robot were available this would enable a wide range of new processes within aerospace assembly with the potential to dramatically reduce airframe assembly cost. Experimental work has shown that the most readily available solution, that of error mapping a conventional robot is unlikely to give the required performance due to limited system repeatability and the complexity involved in the calibration procedure. An alternative approach which has the potential to achieve high accuracies at high capacities is described. Further work would be required to simulate this type of system in order to predict actual performance.

Development of a commercial product with the described capabilities is likely to depend more on the perceived market demand for such systems. Although there is clearly a need for specialized robots within the aerospace sector the perception within the industrial robot industry is currently that the demand is for an insufficient volume of robots to warrant production of specialized products.
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